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Final exam – December 14
Closed book section (33 points)

The exam is to be turned in at 12:00 noon. Work the closed book section first and
turn it in before you consult your books and notes to work on the open book section. For
the closed book section, write your answers on the exam itself. For the open book section,
write your answers on separate pieces of paper.

University regulations require that you sign the following pledge on the first page of
your turned-in exam.

I have neither received nor given any unauthorized aid on this exam.
Problem 1. (12 points–1.5 point each)

Give short definitions (one or two phrases or sentences) of the following terms.

transceiver

stable storage

stateless server

network worm (or virus)

autonomous system

atomic object

code violation (as used in token ring specification)

free token

Problem 2. (5 points–1 point each)
In at most five words, on what did each of the following lecture in Comp 243.

Dan Pitt

Diane Pozefsky

Don Smith

Bobby Stam

Bob Warren
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Problem 3. (2 points)
Why is the purpose of Sun’s XDR (eXternal Data Representation)?

Problem 4. (3 points)
What BSD communication-related system calls would be required in programming a

single server process that implements both the UDP and TCP echo service.

Problem 5. (2 points)
If an IP packet is routed into a cycle, how is this detected?

Problem 6. (3 points)

For the IEEE 802.3 (CMSA/CD) specification, describe one feature that relates to
the physical hardware layer of the ISO reference model and another feature that relates to
the data link layer.

Problem 7. (3 points)
For the IEEE 802.5 (token ring) specification, describe one feature that relates to the

physical hardware layer of the ISO reference model and another feature that relates to the
data link layer.

Problem 8. (3 points)
What happens if “ordinary” learning bridges are connected in a cycle?

What happens if “spanning tree” bridges are connected in a cycle?


